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Tales From Netherün: Volume Five
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Cover Description: Image of the volume 6 cover. It is a brown vintage-style

book with gilt-gold patterning. A window in the centre shows an image of a

cloaked individual standing on a roof overlooking a city. The text on the

cover says “Tales from Netherün Volume 6”.
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Welcome to Netherün

Netherün is a land of rugged wilds and ancient secrets, where the maps

are still being inked, creatures still being discovered and magic thrumming

just below the surface; where each day brings a new adventure.

In volume 6 you will visit the great city of Guildholm on the coast of the

Scorlorn Sea, meet people living on the floating isles and their enemies on

the far shore and soar high above the scorched sands of the Unyu desert

as you hunt a behemoth.

Interested in following us on social media? Just click the link below.

https://linktr.ee/QuillAndRead

https://www.instagram.com/quillandread/

https://twitter.com/QuillandRead

Welcome to Netherün.

One World. Endless Adventure.
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Image Description: A map of Netherün with red flags in the desert of Unyu in the south

east, the loathing isles in the middle below Midar, and on the coast of Thastor, near

Keystone.
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Fox in the Henhouse by Ally Bodnaruk

Content Warnings | Pronunciation & World Guide

Fox wasn’t merchant-born. There was no guild family to be ashamed of

him. Instead, Fox had cut his teeth on the shape of the world amongst

water reeds and pine trees at the edge of the Keltoss River. His childhood

had been marked by flowing water and fresh smells. He had hid amongst

the bulrushes until he was so late for his chores that his mother would

come looking for him. She had sighed and chided, but Fox knew she

secretly loved his waywardness.

At night, she would tuck him in and tell him stories about the forest and the

farm and the river.

‘Another,’ he had demanded every night, and his mother laughed and

indulged him. Every night his eyes drooped closed by the third story and

she kissed his forehead and left him to his dreams.

As a child, Fox had dreamt of their patch of earth and the things that it

grew, the loose fence paling that he used to escape to the forest, the dip

behind the chicken coop that filled with water when it rained. His world had

been no bigger than that place.

But their lives had been lived in the shadow of something much greater

than themselves. Fox could see its spires from the roof on clear days.

Guildholm. A place so big, people lost themselves in it.

Fox’s father had lost himself in Guildholm.
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His mother hadn’t liked to talk about it. Fox had begged for stories about

his Pa, but his mother always said, ‘I’m sorry, little cub,’ and turned away.

Their patch of earth had continued, idyllic, until the men from Guildholm

came.

They rode in on horses with shiny coats and braided manes, their own

beards trimmed and crisp. Their clothes were made of fabrics shinier than

their horses, and they looked down their noses at Fox and his mother.

Fox’s Ma had told him to go and check the chickens, and when he

protested — he’d already checked them thrice that day! — she gave him

The Look. It was one every child would recognise. It said, do what I say, for

once, or else. So Fox had gone to check on the chickens, straining to hear

what the men and his mother shouted.

The men had left in the manner they’d arrived, suddenly and with a lot of

clamour.

‘You’ll wish you’d sold!’ they’d heckled as they rode off.

Fox had crept back to his mother’s side. She had looked weary and sad

and lost, so Fox had slipped his hand into hers, because knowing she was

there always made him feel better.

‘What did they want?’ he’d asked.

‘Nothing I couldn’t handle,’ his mother had said, but even Fox could see

she looked worried.
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When Oxneap had come and it was time to till the earth, the dirt seemed

grittier than the season past. When Strew had bloomed, it bloomed

everywhere except their farm. By Burstlight it had been clear that the farm,

where once Fox had played between tall sheaths of wheat, was barren.

His mother had packed up what belongings they could carry, and they had

set out for Guildholm, hand-in-hand.

***

Fox was a sharp-eyed, slinking terror as he stalked through the

Guildmaster’s house. The shadows clung to his shoulders as he tiptoed

along the runner rug, soft-footed, sure-footed, fox-footed. He was as

cunning as his namesake, as hungry, as desperate. Sharp-toothed,

slavering want. But instead of hens, Fox wanted to be free.

The channel, the vessel, the instrument of Fox’s change was the spray of

delicate, hooded, purple flowers in his pocket. Wolfsbane. One of the

deadliest poisons to be found in Guildholm.

A noise from around the corner. The creak of a door. Fox flattened himself

against the wall, letting the shadows of the curtains cover him. But not the

curtains themselves, lest their movement awake suspicion.

He pictured the map of the house he had been given. There was an

entrance to the servants’ quarters down that corridor. It led to the stairs,

which would take Fox to the second level, where his quarry slept.
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Fox winced as a flicker of candlelight stretched around the corner. He was

too exposed. If they turned, instead of continuing straight, the candle would

triumph over the shadows and they would see him. His gaze darted from

shadow to shadow as he hunted for a better hideout.

There, a space beneath a side table, partially covered by a tablecloth and

deep within the long shadow of a pillar. The footsteps grew louder and the

candlelight brighter. Fox inhaled, then dived into a roll. He slipped beneath

the table just as the servant turned the corner. The table cloth still

shimmered with the breath of his movement, but Fox was stiller than a

crane poised to strike.

The servant strode past without a glance at the table, but Fox refused to let

relief cloud his judgement. In his game, it didn’t matter how many obstacles

he avoided, when being caught even once meant his own death, instead of

someone else’s.

This hadn’t been the life he’d imagined for himself. It had been the one that

had found him and sunk its claws into him until he could barely breathe for

the hopelessness. When the farm had turned against them and the ground

refused to grow, Fox’s mother had brought them to Guildholm, her grief a

palpable thing between them. Fox’s own guilt had festered, for it had been

he who had wished to be gone from the farm, even though he had never

meant for the farm to be gone in totality. He’d meant…

Looking back on it now, Fox knew he had meant merely the idle

wonderings of a child, but he had felt no joy when they’d arrived in

Guildholm.
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***

The grandness of Guildholm had shrunk beneath his mother’s grief at

losing the farm. Fox was still a child, but old enough now that he

understood his mother’s worry. Guildholm was governed by the

Guildmasters, heads of their respective crafts. If you belonged to a Guild or

managed to get a highly sought-after apprenticeship, you could live

comfortably, assured that there would always be a need for your craft. If,

like Fox and his mother, you did not belong to a Guild, nor had any hope of

securing an apprenticeship, then you scrambled about in the Guild’s

shadows, hunting for whatever work you could find.

Fox’s mother had been a fine seamstress, but without Guild accreditation,

she could only sell what she made for a fraction of the price. There were

people to buy it, of that there was never any shortage in Guildholm, but

Fox’s mother could only sew at the speed of one person. Even though what

she made was as good — if not better, Fox had thought — as the

Guild-made clothes, she had no way to earn enough for the two of them to

live off.

They managed a lucky break some scant months into living in Guildholm,

when his mother found work with the weavers’ guild, cleaning fresh wool. It

was a thankless job, and she came home smelling of muck and damp

fields, but it gave them enough to scrape by on.

Her pay gave them enough to move from the cobbled together shanty into

a building on the Southern bank of the TK river. A single-bed apartment,

with a wood stove and only a handful of leaks when it rained. It was
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cramped and musty and the first night they slept there, his mother in the

bed and Fox curled up in a pile of blankets by the stove, he cried himself to

sleep.

Work had meant his mother was gone most of the day, and so Fox had

been free to roam the city and get into trouble. There weren’t many other

children in the building — the Crik, as the other inhabitants called it —

except for a stern-faced girl around Fox’s age, whose father was the

building caretaker. She hadn’t liked Fox, or Fox hadn’t liked her. He’d never

been sure which came first, but they had taken silent glares and avoidance

to an art form.

He liked to watch people go about their days. The hustle and bustle of the

city was a puzzle with ever moving parts. Each person with their

independent desires slotting in beside the others, everything flowing

together. It was fascinating. It helped him forget about the bulrushes and

clean air they’d left behind.

Fox had hunted through the city for the best places to watch the world. He

had snuck inside temples and leapt up spiral staircases into their spires. He

clambered up statues and garden walls. He found the secret ways up into

the roofs and looked down, belly to the tiles and chin jutted out over the

guttering. He was good at being quiet and unseen and fading out of view of

the city as he watched it.
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Image Description: A young boy in scruffy clothes and a cap is perched on a roof

watching the city.

But he hadn’t been the only one who knew Guildholm’s secrets. He hadn’t

even known them best. And it hadn’t been long until the people who had

made their lives a study of getting around the city unseen found him.

‘What’s a kid like you skulking about for?’ they’d asked, looming over him,

the sun shining hot and blinding behind their backs. ‘Don’t your parents

know better than to let you scamper about the roof-line?’

Fox had shaken his head and stuttered.

‘Oh, look at him, he’s not a street rat, he’s a farm boy.’

‘Yes!’ Fox had latched onto their words. ‘My farm. We came from the farm

when the soil turned sour.’
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The two had glanced at each other, their gazes inscrutable in the long

shadows.

‘Another one caught in Guildholm’s web,’ one had muttered.

The other one had shaken their head. ‘Your heart bleeds too free, Helik.’

The one called Helik had crouched down to Fox’s height. He could make

out their faces now, gentle curves with none of the hunger-shaped

sharpness that he’d seen in the people who lived around him and his

mother.

‘Listen, kid,’ Helik had said. ‘You can’t go sneaking around up here. This

place belongs to Kestrel.’

Fox had pursed his lips. ‘I’ve never heard of them.’

Helik’s friend had laughed. ‘Of course you haven’t. They’d hardly be the

Kestrel if you had.’

‘Kestrel’s not like the guild-managed gangs down in the dirt. You don’t want

to be found trespassing.’ Helik’s voice had been firm and insistent.

Fox had still been young enough that being told a thing without any

explanation was an impossibility to ignore.

‘Why?’ he’d asked. ‘What’ll they do?’

‘This farm boy’s got no sense,’ Helik’s friend had turned away. ‘C’mon Hel,

you’ve done your good deed trying to warn him away from us, but there’s

work to be done.’
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Fox had watched them saunter away across the roof, filled with a growing

envy at how sure their steps were, no matter how precarious a spot they

put their feet.

‘Hey.’ Helik had waited until Fox looked back at her. ‘Trust me, kid, you

don’t want anything to do with Kestrel. Stay off the roofs.’

***

Fox had long since perfected the art of being sure of foot. None moved

quieter or swifter across Guildholm’s roofs. And none slipped as unnoticed

into houses or Guildhalls. Kestrel had called Fox the feather in her cap,

which he had tolerated, because everyone knew that Fox was no bird. He

knew the gutters and sewer-ways just as well as he knew the sky. “Did your

mother name you as a challenge?” Helik had asked him once.

As Fox waited beneath the table, his every sense attuned to the settling of

the surrounding house, he remembered what his mother had said when

he’d asked why she’d called him “Fox”.

‘Because a Fox is always free,’ she’d said. ‘And I’d hoped that for you.’

Hoped, Fox thought bitterly. Spoken in the past tense, because she’d

known, even then, even after scant years lived in Guildholm, that freedom

was long gone. They were too poor, too indebted, Fox and his mother both.

Fox flexed his fingers to rid himself of his clouded thoughts. The past. The

past. That place of gold-tinted memories and regrets. He’d tried hard not to

have many over the years, but tonight was testing him. He had to stay
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present. On a job, his wits were the only thing that would see him home

again as dawn broke. He couldn’t afford to lose them to faded

remembrances.

The house was quiet and still. Fox slipped out from underneath the table

and stepped from shadow to shadow towards the corridor the servant had

come from.

The servant had rattled him, the way a close call always did, and left his

blood full of the song of adrenaline. He moved quick. Around another

corner and he could see the entry hall and the stairs. Grand, arched, and

marble, they reared out of the floor and up to the next landing like a

Guildmaster’s carriage horse. Unnecessarily ostentatious.

Fox darted across the too-open floor and crouched beneath the bannister.

Still, silent, alert. He listened for a change in the background noise of the

house asleep, but there was none. He glanced around the entry hall,

checking for anything out of place, and his eyes caught on a painting

illuminated in shreds of moonlight.

It was a hasty thing, the kind that hawkers painted beside the river, in the

hopes that someone with no taste and spare coin would buy it. It wasn’t,

however, a painting of the usual things peddlers painted; the river, the

churches, the opera. It was a painting of a run-down building of cramped

apartments, the only splashes of green out the front of the stubborn weeds

that had escaped the clutches of Mrs Worthy’s nettle stew. The Crik. Fox

knew that old place. Every creak and corner and squeaky window. He’d

spent his childhood mapping it out after his mother had moved them into a
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little room on the fourth floor. The city had torn it down years ago to make

way for townhouses, another casualty of Guildholm’s hunger.

The sight of it immortalised in paint was a lance through Fox’s heart.

***

Fox had first met her in the bright dawning light when he was returning from

another night of trying to follow Helik across the roofs undetected. Helik

had caught him thrice, which was better than any of his previous attempts,

and he’d been sure he’d seen a sliver of approval on her face when they’d

parted ways. He had improved. One day, he might have even improved

enough that Kestrel — Kestrel themselves! — would approve of him.

His thoughts had been thus entangled when he’d returned to the Crik. He’d

tossed himself from the edge of the neighbouring roof, over the thin alley

that slunk around behind the building, and caught the edge of the guttering.

He’d pulled himself up and found himself face-to-face with a steely eyed

girl.

‘Only thieves use the roof-ways, that’s what my Pa says.’

Her hands were on her hips and in the morning light, her skin looked milky

pale. She was either tall, or older than Fox, as he found when he

clambered upright and had to look up to meet her eyes.

‘I’m no thief,’ Fox said. ‘I live here.’

‘Oh, I know,’ she replied. ‘I’ve seen you around. You and your Ma live on

Fourth, down the hall from Mrs Worthy.’
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Fox narrowed his eyes. She narrowed them back. His knees wanted to

quake, but Fox knew that Helik wouldn’t have been afraid. Kestrel —

Kestrel would have laughed in the face of this bold girl. So Fox did the

same.

His laugh came out more of an awkward chuckle, but it was a start.

‘You got nothing better to do than spy on people?’ he asked, even though

he, himself, spent most of his time doing that exact same thing.

‘My Pa’s the caretaker. It’s our job to know everyone.’ She sniffed and

looked down her nose at him. ‘Especially the suspicious ones.’

‘Well I’m not thieving.’ Fox crossed his arms and pushed past her. ‘And

you’re not in charge, anyway.’

He hadn’t even found out her name until days later, when he’d finally asked

his mother. Violet Vitelm. She became, over the years, his fiercest rival and

somewhat begrudging friend.

One night, during a birthday party for little Elm on the first floor, Fox had

watched as she snuck out in the middle of the festivities. He’d followed her

into the Crik’s depths and up the creaking staircase.

‘What are you doing up here?’ Fox had asked as he crept out onto the roof.

Violet was sitting right at the edge of the roof, her legs hanging over the

edge. ‘You didn’t even wait for the cake. Mrs Worthy made it special. Whole

building’s been saving up for weeks.’
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He could still taste the chocolate frosting on his tongue. Sweet and grainy

and delicious.

‘Don’t think I didn’t see you slip a talent into the kitty,’ Violet had said

without turning around. ‘Wonder where you could have gotten that from.’

Fox had shrugged as he sat down next to her. A few years in and Kestrel

had started sending him into the Guild mansions after valuables.

Sometimes Fox pocketed the loose change. Who’d miss it? Certainly not

the people he took it from, and Kestrel could only miss it if she’d known it

was there in the first place. Fox had gotten pretty good at lying to Kestrel

(Helik, though, she could always tell).

‘You got a problem with chocolate cake?’ Fox had asked.

‘I’ve got a problem with people having to spend weeks scraping by just to

afford something nice for a child’s birthday.’ She was furious, Fox had

realised. Her shoulders shook and hands twitched in her lap. ‘It’s

unconscionable how the Guilds treat those of us who weren’t born into their

little enclaves.’

‘Big word,’ Fox had winced as she looked at him with burning eyes.

‘Don’t start with me, you little thief,’ she’d growled. ‘You’ve been inside their

mansions. I know you have. How do they compare to the Crik?’

‘They don’t,’ A sigh had spilled out of Fox’s chest as he’d looked out into

Guildholm’s darkness. ‘They wouldn’t keep their dogs somewhere like the

Crik.’
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‘They disgust me,’ Violet had spat and her righteousness made Fox laugh.

‘But what else is there?’ He’d asked, meaning, what could be done?

Nothing. The answer, of course, was nothing. It couldn’t change. It was a

wheel so badly rusted that it’d never turn again, let alone be salvageable.

‘How can you be so calm about it?’ Violet had asked. ‘After what they did to

your farm. They’re still doing it. Salting the ground to drive out farmers so

they can build more factories.’

Fox had looked away. Anytime someone brought up the farm, he felt that

familiar rush of guilt. He knew — he had known, from the whispers and the

sideways glances — that it hadn’t been his fault. That Guildholm had

wanted the land. That their farm, where he had watched green leaves

press up through the soil every year, had been consumed by the engine of

Guildholm’s industry. It still felt like it was his fault. Maybe if he had been

less ungrateful, or worked harder … even though he’d been only five. Five

tosamnes.

To hear it spelled out so harsh. Salt on the earth to make sure nothing

would grow. Tears had pricked at Fox’s eyes.

‘I’m sorry,’ Violet had said after a moment. ‘It just makes me so angry.’

***

Anger. That had been the prevailing emotion of their childhood. His and

hers. He’d turned his anger away at the door, hidden from it in the shadows
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of Guildholm, and let it chase him into Kestrel’s Eyrie. Violet … Violet had

let it fuel her.

Fox dug his nails into the soft meat of his palm and willed himself back to

the present. The job. He had to focus on the job. Some trumped up

Guildmaster who thought the earth turned to gold beneath their feet.

Kestrel had looked so sly, so self-satisfied, when they’d given Fox the

address that Fox had almost asked where the job had come from.

But Fox had learnt not to question Kestrel. They met disobedience with

cruelty, but if he stayed quiet and amiable, then Kestrel was kind. It was a

tightrope, but Fox didn’t want to be thrown back to the streets.

A sharp twist of pain wound its way through his calf. Fox bit his tongue

against a curse and shuffled until he could stretch out his leg and flex his

foot.

It didn’t matter. This would be his last job. Paid for by the Guildmaster’s,

though Fox wasn’t meant to know that. He tore his gaze away from the

painting. Sentimentality was a useless endeavour.

His attention turned to the staircase. It was open and made of hard marble.

Even soft shoes like he wore would echo across them. This was why he’d

wanted to take the servants’ stairs. He craned his neck to check the second

floor. He couldn’t see any guards. Foolhardy. Brave. Stupid.

***
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He had never loved her, nor her, him. In all their years as children growing

up in the Crik, nemeses and confidants, they had been as many things to

each other as there were stars in the sky. But neither had ever entertained

the possibility of lovers. Fox had been too in love with the open air of the

rooftops, and Violet, with her plans for economic revolution.

On cold harvest nights, they would both sneak out of the Crik to watch the

finely dressed ladies visit the opera. Chuckling at the finery and admiring

the beauty. When Guildholm’s richest were ensconced within the Opera

House, Fox and Violet would wind their way back through the streets to the

Crik where they laid out on the Crik’s roof, peered up at the stars, and

talked about their plans.

Well, Violet’s plans. Fox struggled to see a future where he could achieve

any of his tightly held dreams, so he hated to speak of them. He worried

that if he spoke them aloud they would vanish, or be mocked.

Violet had no such fears.

‘I think the only way to make changes is to do it from the inside,’ she said

one night. ‘To beat the Guildmasters, you have to become the

Guildmasters.’

‘I don’t think that makes sense,’ Fox had replied. ‘Become what you hate?

Who’s saying that you wouldn’t simply join them? Be lured in by luxury.

People will overlook a lot in the name of comfort.’

‘I know.’ Violet had frowned. ‘But I can’t see it working any other way. A

violent uprising? That sends a message. A strong one. Overthrowing the
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people in power only leads to different people with all the power. The

answer has to be small, consistent, and meaningful changes.’

Fox had shrugged. ‘Look, I don’t disagree that things are awful in

Guildholm for people who aren’t in the Guilds. But I just don’t think you’d be

able to make any serious changes.’

‘Not with the kind of attitude you have.’ Violet elbowed him in the ribs.

Fox had laughed, but it had sounded hollow to both their ears.

‘It’s not that I don’t want change,’ he’d said. ‘I’m just not sure that it’s

possible to achieve the vision you have.’

‘Doesn’t mean I won’t try.’

Fox had conceded that if anyone had the determination to try for as long as

it might take for Violet’s changes to take place, it was Violet herself.

They had lost touch as the years drew them further apart. Fox grew older

and swapped his thieving gloves for a poison-dipped knife. Helik’s

disapproval grew in proportion to Kestrel’s approval.

‘My knife in the dark,’ Kestrel named him. ‘Little Fox with the sharpest of

teeth.’

Guildspeople paid Kestrel to remove obstacles in their path to power and

Kestrel pointed Fox at the problem. A man who wanted to inherit his wife’s

father’s estate and title. Fox slipped into the father-in-law’s parlour and

slipped a few drops of wolf’s bane into his finest scotch. A woman who
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wanted to ascend in the Guild ranks, but couldn’t while her brother held the

reins to the family business. A knife in the back at a crowded horse race.

Not that it always worked out favourably for the people who hired him. The

constabulary run by the Guilds were not so foolish as to ignore the obvious.

A clear case of poisoning, and one person set to benefit the most.

‘It’s extra to make it seem like an accident,’ Kestrel always said. ‘And if

they’re too foolish to think that far ahead, or too cheap to pay up, then let

them deal with the consequences.’

Fox had to say that he enjoyed watching these people’s plans go wrong.

But he was a professional. And he did what Kestrel said.

He couldn’t know if Violet knew that he had progressed from thieving to

killing.

***

It was unlike him to be so distracted on the job. He wouldn’t have called

himself the best in the city, but only because that wasn’t a title that could be

worn with pride. Guildholm was built on the back of hard work by people

who would never see reward. People like Fox’s Mother, who had always

dreamed of going back to a farm, any farm, if not theirs, but died before it

could become reality.

Fox, however, had never thought of his work as hard. It was a challenge, of

course, a puzzle that required solving, even if it wasn’t one that Fox

enjoyed solving. He might’ve enjoyed it once. Now, his hands looked like
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they belonged to someone else whenever they struck. Each drop of poison

that fell from his fingers was a measure of his good soul escaping.

‘Sometimes,’ Kestrel had said to him when giving him the location for this

job, ‘I worry that your heart isn’t in our good work anymore.’

Fox stood, slow and steady so even his knees wouldn’t creak, and

breathed the still air of the house. Our Good Work. That was what Kestrel

called it. When Kestrel did none of it and its goodness … Fox didn’t know.

He ground his teeth together and hauled his focus back to the job. The

marble staircase. The worst option for getting to the second floor. Should

he go back and try the servant’s staircase again? He glanced back the way

he had come, and while it was dark and quiet now, he knew he couldn’t risk

the servant wandering back while he was climbing the narrow stairs.

The grand, cold, loud marble it was.

With precise movements, Fox bent over and removed his shoes.

He didn’t hesitate and darted up the marble staircase, shoes tucked into

one hand. Only the muffled sound of his socked feet could be heard. On

the second floor was a long corridor with high gilt ceilings, lined with more

paintings. Pastoral landscapes and portraits of the manor’s previous

owners, and a collage of pressed-flat flowers arranged into a bouquet. The

geraniums, daisies, and heart-shaped pansies had been preserved with

great care. Fox frowned at it, for it didn’t look like the art favoured by the

wealthy of Guildholm. It looked like a wedding bouquet, preserved by

someone full of nostalgia.
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And why, he wondered, would a Guildmaster have a painting of the Crik.

He shook his head. A trophy, he was sure. Perhaps this was the

Guildmaster who had brought about the destruction of that old building.

On feather-light feet, he crept down the hall. But there was no one about.

No one thought to guard the inside of their house, only the entryways.

His hand hovered above the door handle, his heartbeat pulling ahead as if

it were a hunting hound after its quarry. He turned the door handle. No

resistance. It was not locked. Gently, he opened the door, bracing for a

noise that didn’t come. He opened it only enough for him to slip inside,

where he dropped into a crouch next to a tall oak wardrobe.

The room smelt of lavender and musk. Two women lay fast asleep beneath

a downy quilt cover, curled towards each other, their long hair fanned out

on their matching pillows. But his eyes fixed on the one he recognised.

***

The last time he had seen her they were standing by the river as they

watched the Crik be torn down. As the wood creaked, dislodged shingles

slid from the roof and cracked against the road below. The owner had sold

it to a Guildmaster, who was going to build … something. Fox hadn’t been

paying the best attention. Some factory or warehouse that benefited from

the river and the barges that poked along its course.

Violet had been apoplectic. She hadn’t spoken to her father in days

because she felt he hadn’t done enough to oppose the deal. Fox didn’t

know what else she could expect from her father; he’d been the caretaker,
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not the owner. It was the same thing as what had happened to his mother’s

farm. What hope did they have to stand in the way of Guildholm’s

machinations?

‘Most of these people have nowhere else to go,’ Violet had muttered as

they watched workers tear down the walls of what used to be their home.

‘They’ll find something,’ Fox had replied. ‘People are resourceful.’

He’d installed his mother in a small apartment a few blocks away — Helik

had helped him get a good deal from a friend of a friend, and he was

paying for it with the profits he made on the jobs Kestrel sent his way.

Violet had given Fox a searching look. ‘I don’t like what you do —’

‘— then let us not speak of it.’

Fox hadn’t liked that she even had an inkling of his work. But she’d always

been too good at guessing his lies and hearing his footfalls coming home

late across the roof.

‘I’m sure you could find something else, away from that buzzard you call a

boss.’

‘Violet,’ Fox had warned. ‘Let’s not. You’ve said it yourself, Guildholm is no

friend to those not of means. I make my way the only way I know how.’

‘Learn another way,’ Violet had said, but there was resignation in her

words. ‘I wish there was another way. The Guilds shouldn’t be allowed to

trample all over everyone like this.’
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‘If you ever find a way to change it,’ Fox had said, ‘I’ll be the first to cheer

you on.’

***

So much for that, Fox thought as he circled closer to the bed. His gaze

danced around the room. Open books and ledgers, notes scattered across

a desk. The trappings and trinkets that came with wealth and society. Violet

had come a long way from the Crik. Fox had only moved four blocks.

They’d drifted apart quickly, without the rickety building to keep them

hemmed together. Violet, too disapproving of the things Fox was willing to

do to survive. Fox, too exhausted by the fervour in Violet’s voice.

This, at least, explained the painting. It explained, too, why Kestrel hadn’t

told him the target’s name.

‘It’ll be obvious,’ Kestrel had said. ‘Just go to the address and deal with the

Guildmaster.’

Violet Vitesse, Guildmaster, shifted in the bed with a sigh and Fox froze.

Would she awake and look at him, eyes full of judgement, like she had

when they were children? But her breaths remained steady and her eyelids

didn’t flicker.

Fox’s breaths, meanwhile, were shattered, like jagged shards of pottery

that cut his lungs. His hands, he noted, shook and black shadows

encroached on the corners of his vision. Violet had been the only person

who had truly seen both sides of his life.
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Here he was in the bed chamber of someone he could only describe as his

oldest friend, and he had been paid to kill her.

Violet’s only crime was wanting to change the way that Guildholm worked.

Fox’s pulse leapt into a panic.

What was he doing?

If he was honest with himself, he just felt tired. Every day he saw the dark

corners of Guildholm and every day he grew less and less sure that he

could outlast it. Half the battle in Guildholm was money, and Fox was paid

handsomely to be a weapon.

But, Violet? His last words to her were a promise undone.

He was Kestrel’s loyal weapon. What was Fox without the support and

protection that Kestrel provided? A single job from Kestrel could pay more

than a month of hard labour at the shipyards.

And Violet, Fox thought, as his mind shuddered back towards her. She

looked older, even in her sleep. Lines between her brows and deep

smudges beneath her closed eyes. Creases around her mouth, too, were

signs of a life that she had led apart from Fox. One in which she had

laughed.

Call him a monster, but he had closed away the part of himself that cared

about his killings. Closed it away and viciously dared anyone to judge him.

How dare they look down on what he did to survive, when their masters

had done worse, for less?
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But he looked at Violet sleeping and remembered the cruel gleam in

Kestrel’s eyes as they’d handed Fox the down payment on the job. How far

removed from them was he, truly? Maybe Fox was no more than a

scoundrel. The kind of slavering ruffian that Guildholm bred in the kennels

of its underbelly.

There was no nobility in what he did. And there was less in killing a person

who was trying to correct the balances of the city. He could curse Violet for

achieving the things she had set out to do and putting herself in his path.

Anyone else …

Fox slumped against the wall. Anyone else and he would have killed them

without guilt. With no regard for the fact that they were people, with lives full

of richness and depth. People who were trying to drag Guildholm towards

equality.

How, he wondered, his eyes prickling with tears, could he have ever

thought himself better than the masters this city served? The place at the

very heart of him, the seed that had once been a farm boy in love with the

earth and the river, ached.

He felt like some kind of murderous, guilt-stricken, ashe. And now?

Could he leave, creeping back the way he had come, with Violet none the

wiser?

And — oh, by the masters, what would Fox do about Kestrel — Fox inhaled

a calm breath and willed himself to steadiness. He was a fox, wily and

cunning and adaptable. He would find a way.
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He had quivered beneath the heel of his belief that he could be nothing

without Kestrel for too long. His fingers caressed the knife in his pocket.

Perhaps the truer question was, what couldn’t he be, if he were not

beholden? What was Kestrel without their Fox?

But firstly, or lastly, depending on how you looked at it, he had to warn

Violet. He doubted it would be news to her that forces moved in the

shadows against her. But his conscience, as broken as it was, knew he

could not fathom leaving without at least telling her of how closely she had

brushed death.

He could not wake her. He did not wish to know what she would say.

Instead, he slipped over to the writing desk, took up a pencil, and sketched

something on the corner of a page. It was hastily done, and he was no

artist, but as he slipped out the window and towards his pre-scouted

escape route, he hoped she would recognise his drawing for what it was —

a fox.

The End.

Ally Bodnaruk can be found on twitter
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Odette adjusted her goggle straps, making sure they were tight around her

head. Then she swooped, tucking in her tawny wings, and experienced the

stomach-lurching plunge of free fall.

The Unyu desert rushed towards her, filling the corners of her wide vision.

The parchment-coloured sand made Odette think of a chart, spread to

every corner of Netherün by the all-knowing mapmaker.

Odette treasured her comradery with the sky and the freedom it offered. It

was a bond few knew. They were not aware, that up here they had their

own rules. That if you were capable of flight, then you must join the sky. If

you could not, you were not welcome. If you refused, you must be clipped.

Odette banked, unfurled her large wings and slowed her descent. She

threw her arms open as she hung on an updraft, her arms mimicking the

shape of her wings. Her feet were poised towards the desert — as if she

truly possessed the talons she sometimes imagined in place of toes —

reaching out to snatch her prey.

There’d been a time when she’d been ashamed of these quirks, had tried

to cover her odd-shaped head, and had meekly apologised whenever she’d

startled someone by swivelling her head too far around and staring with her

too wide eyes. But Hannalore had changed all that. A year ago, when

Odette was fourteen, Hannalore had swooped in — her awesome
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wingspan wider than two wagons — and gave her the courage to leave the

town of flightless ones, who’d only ever called her “owl girl” and never by

her name.

That’s how her town had always treated their sympaths, and no one had

thought to question it. But Odette was free from their judgment now: free,

among the sky, in a way they would never know.

The air was hot, the sun scorched, and even as high as Odette was above

the desert, the winds still blasted coarse grains against her feathers. But

thanks to the goggles, none irritated her sensitive eyes.

They’d been expensive things to have crafted by the toolsmiths of

Keystone, but ultimately worth every shuck and sheckle. It’d been

Hannalore who’d argued they spend the group’s last windfall to have the

goggles made, even if it meant everyone would need to skip a few meals.

Hannalore, in her leaders’ tone, announced that Odette had earned the

goggles with the tenacity she’d shown when they’d faced down the

Arachni-Queen of Jan-Ul. Odette still flushed with pride, to remember

Hannalore’s praise.

The other fliers had agreed with their leader’s decision, as they always did.

Their stomachs may have rumbled, but they were tough and had endured

far worse.

The eyepiece was measured to fit  — to perfectly shape around Odette’s

small nose and unusually large eyes. The artificers had gawked to see so

many sympaths arrive and take roost in the rafters of their shop, but after
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one look at their vests, belt straps and grappling hooks — all the signifies of

raiding pirates — they’d known better than to raise any alarm against them.

The artificers had tinted the glass of her goggles amber, as requested, to

reflect the strongest rays of daylight. Brightness was no longer a bother,

and Odette could join her fellow fliers in the sky, even when the sun was at

its fullest. Hannalore was smart like that — not simply a gift, these goggles

also represented an improvement to their team’s overall strength, as Odette

now joined their daytime raids. No more would she hide from the light.

These goggles were freedom, they were Hannalore’s trust in her, and

Odette loved them more than the moon and the stars.

Hannalore banked on the winds above her, controlled and powerful. Her

plume was speckled brown and grey and matched the feathers that crested

her head and down her spine, in the place where hair would’ve otherwise

flowed. Hannalore’s nose was long and hooked, giving her profile a fierce

presence that matched her towering height and the intensity of her yellow

eyes.

Their leader was “all business” this morning: her gaze combing the dunes

below for their next target. The Magna-Scorpius and its nest had been

sighted in this desert only three days prior, if the local wanderers were to be

believed. A behemoth of mountain-like proportions, the giant scorpion of

the Unyu desert had an unusual reputation compared to Netherün’s other

mega-fauna. These were titans that moved through a world of ants, and as

such, their migrations could be measured by the slow creep of continents.
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But not the Magna-Scorpius. Cunning and swift, this scorpion could cross

leagues in a matter of hours. The whip-crack of its stinger was often

mistaken as sharp thunder, even beneath a cloudless, azure sky. Its venom

could rot forests and contaminate oceans.

But those weren’t the rumours their team cared about. So notorious was

the scorpion’s reputation, it was said that wealthy traders knew monarchs

willing to pay enormous sums to own a single scale. A treasure from its

stinger would be worth a small island country.

Those scales were the prize they sought. For this was what their group did:

the hunters of rare treasures no other pirate gang would dare steal. Why

waste their time with the tusks of elephants, when they could have the

scales of the Magna-Scorpius, or bark from the Division-protected Arvore.

Swoop in and flitter out — they were untouchable. The sky was their

dominion, and under Hannalore’s strict leadership, they would have no

competition in the form of other flying sympaths.

The wind whistled as they approached the crest of a high dune. Hannalore

gave her signal, and the other fliers fell into formation around her. There

were only five of them this morning: Hannalore, Odette, Bakir, Fife and

Raja. Usually they’d be a company of seven, but Hannalore had assigned

important “business” to Dante and Silvius the week before — there’d been

competition for them to clip.
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Image Description: A young woman with big owl wings is dressed in aviator-style

clothes and dark-glass goggles. She is holding a grappling hook.

The vests of the other fliers rattled as they drew near: decorated as they

were with hooks and knives, fastened to their cross belts. Odette gripped

her tools and was reassured by their weight. Even if the Magna-Scorpius

tried to fling her loose, she’d dig in with her artificial iron talons and

one-by-one, slip her knife beneath its torso-sized scales to pry them free.

She was hungry for it.

They rose over the dune as a flock and witnessed the valley of sand unfold

on its eastern side. In the bowl of dust, their target was revealed to them.

Odette almost mistook what she saw as an outcrop of black and red rocks,

sleek and precariously stacked. If only those stacks weren’t twitching and
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coiling, as they shifted through the ocean of grains. Then it became clear

what these formations truly were: a tectonic spine, ravine gouging pincers,

and a colossal, arching stinger that scraped the sky.

But that was not the most confronting detail. From a distance, it seemed

the Magna-Scorpius wore a luminescent layer of pouches. However, these

pouches writhed and undulated. Thousands of baby scorpions clung to

their mother’s back and legs, pink and translucent, as they’d not yet formed

their own exoskeletons.

Odette’s skin crawled to behold the millions of skittering legs of the infant

scorpions.

Hannalore held up a hand, signalling for the group to hover and get no

closer to the great beast. They were each treading the air, remaining in

place with rhythmic beats of their wings.

Bakir, Hannalore’s second in command, glided in close to hear her

instructions. Bakir was the oldest of them, though not by much. He was

perhaps nineteen, to Hannalore’s eighteen. His face was narrow, and all of

him was as lean and light as a leaf. His dark hair curtained his face, giving

the impression that he was always in shadow.

Bakir didn’t talk much and seemed at his most comfortable as Hannalore’s

quiet support and counsel. Much to the amusement of the younger

members of the team, Bakir’s personality was at odds with his bright,

purple wings. As he hovered now, the beat of them was delicate and

controlled. Bakir had told them that when the nether had come for him as a
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toddler, it’d shaped him in the image of the grove butterflies that had

lingered on his nursery windowsill.

Bakir was beautiful. His parents had called him a freak.

That’s what everyone in his town had always called their sympaths. That

was their rules. But now Odette, Bakir, and the other fliers had their own.

Hannalore whipped her head around, her sharp yellow eyes grabbing the

individual attention of her teammates. Her gaze lingered on Odette, and

Odette’s stomach erupted with butterfly wings, just like Bakir’s. Hannalore

tapped the side of her head — a silent question regarding Odette’s new

goggles. Odette beamed, and nodded vigorously — the orange tint was

working perfectly. She could see everything. Hannalore gave a wink —

which caused Odette’s cheeks to redden — then spoke to the group.

‘She’s spawned,’ Hannalore shouted over the wind. ‘Just as the

wanderers promised. There could be no better time. She’ll defend the

young on her back, but she will not chase us far from her nest, once we

leave with what we came for.’

She pointed down at the rumbling sands, which parted like waves before

the scuttle of the scorpion’s legs. The fact they could see the movement

from this high, spoke of an insane speed and strength up close, for

something as large as the Magna-Scorpius. But Odette wasn’t afraid —

they’d handled behemoths before.

Fife, the group's youngest member, buzzed his dragonfly wings and

performed a quick twist in the air.
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‘I’m starving!’ Fife declared. ‘We’ve been in the air all morning!’

Odette’s stomach rumbled too, and she’d already snacked away her rations

of dried snails and worms. She was so hungry she could eat a whole rat.

There was once a time Fife had expressed doubts about raiding, what he’d

called, “giant, harmless creatures”. But Hannalore’s response had been

efficient: you want to eat, don’t you? While they often hunted their own

snacks and could roost in trees, they weren’t the animals many flightless

ones assumed they were. They weren’t any less deserving of a warm meal,

baths, and bed beneath a roof, because of the way the nether had shaped

them.

‘The sooner we’re done here, the sooner we feast,’ Hannalore reassured

him. ‘Fife, Odette, you two are on sacks. Bakir, Raja, we’re on scales.’

Fife retrieved his canvas sack from his vest and gave Hannalore a playful

salute.

Odette flinched. To be on “sack” duty was to catch the treasures the others

dropped throughout the raid — in this instance, it would mean collecting the

falling scales the others pried loose after they mounted the scorpion.

It was humiliating. Odette balled her fists and watched Fife flitter about. Is

that how Hannalore saw her? Was she just the other kid in the group, who

needed protecting? Did Hannalore think she was afraid?

Odette flicked her knife from her vest. ‘Let me join you! Just watch, I’ll

collect more scales than all of you!’
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Bakir and Raja exchanged a look. Raja, surrounded by her rainbow

feathers, was smirking.

‘No!’ was Hannalore’s emphatic response. ‘We need you on sacks. Fife is

quick, but he can’t catch them all on his own.’

Fife gave Odette a shrug, and Odette only burned hotter.

Hannalore gave a gentle bounce of her wing so that she re-directed

towards Odette. Face-to-face, she reached out and clasped her shoulder.

‘Show me how well the goggles work. Don’t let a single scale slip past you.

It’ll be too dangerous to retrieve them once they hit the sand — no flier of

mine is getting ground beneath scorpion legs today,’ Hannalore said. ‘Catch

them all for me, and I’ll let you take the next behemoth on personally. I

promise.’

Hannalore smiled at her, and its warmth was hotter than the desert sun.

Her crest of feathered hair glinted, and her eagle wings cast enormous,

fierce shadows as they beat effortlessly. Hannalore was so cool. Who was

Odette compared to her? She was just some weird girl, with overly large

eyes, which needed to be shielded during the day.

But Hannalore believed in her enough to have these goggles made. If

Hannalore wanted her to catch every dropped scale, she would. Maybe if

she impressed her today, Hannalore would stop seeing her as another kid

amongst the fliers, like Fife. Maybe Hannalore would look at her like she

looked at Bakir: with respect, with adoration, with love.
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‘I won’t let you down,’ Odette said.

Hannalore nodded and twisted back to face the others.

‘Raja, I know you’ll be tempted to go for the prize scales on the stinger, but

it isn’t worth it. If we collect twice as many scales from the body, our

pay-day will be the same.’

‘Come on, Hannalore, we can do it,’ Raja said, in her sing-song tones.

‘Where’s the fun in that? Think of the prestige. We’d be the pirates who

raided the Magna-Scorpius, and took scales from the stinger. No treasure

is beyond us. No beast and no poison too deadly.’

Raja was right. Odette knew she could do it, she wanted to be the one to

do it. That stinger would be hers.

Hannalore swivelled her head and stared down at the enormous scorpion.

It was as if her yellowed eyes missed no detail, and calculated all

possibilities.

There was a low crack, and Odette felt the sound vibrate through the air

and tickle her feather tips. Jaw hanging open with awe, she realised the

sound had been an enormous pincer snapping.

‘No,’ Hannalore repeated. ‘Body scales only. You have your orders.’

Raja bowed her head in acceptance, fluttered her wings, and pulled her

knife from her vest.
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In trained formation, Hannalore, Raja and Bakir tucked in their wings, and

dove. Odette held her breath as she watched their spectacle: they swooped

in close, each targeting a different part of the scorpion’s body. Raja landed

on its thorax, Bakir, one of its legs, and knives in hand they hacked at the

scales.

The beast shuddered, and the pink rippling nymphs — its spawn —

skittered away from the intruding threats. The mother’s spine coiled.

Hannalore, too, had noticed this. She broke from first formation, turning to

their second tactic. She soared around its eyes, drawing its attention with a

piercing screech.

The beast thundered with angry clacks. Its legs twisted, churning the sand,

as it coiled itself in defence. Odette could see the kinetic energy stored in

the hunch of its back and its tail.

Then it released. With a snap that split the air, the scorpion’s tail struck. It

was a mile-long whip, and the wind it produced tumbled Odette backwards,

before she caught herself on outstretched wings. But as powerful and large

as the strike was, such size gave way to accuracy.

It’d been aimed at Hannalore, who swooped around its eyes. But she’d

seen it coming, and had tucked and rolled out the way with time to spare —

and watched calmly from below as the scorpion tail struck empty air.

But the recoil had shaken Bakir and Raja free, as they’d been unable to

grip onto the behemoth throughout the violent snap. Their prized scales
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were also rattled loose, and tumbled now on errant winds, descending

towards the desert.

‘Look alive, Odette!’ Fife called. The boy grinned, tugged his satchel, and

with an excited buzz, shot after the falling scales. Remembering her duty,

Odette tightened her goggles, caught the breeze on tilted wings, and

soared after him. She honed in on a tumbling scale, opened the sack, and

corkscrewed through the air — perfectly collecting the prize in a single,

graceful movement. She hoped Hannalore saw how cool it was, as she

drew the drawstring taught and pulled up out of her dive.

From the corners of her orange vision, she watched Raja and Bakir dodge

the frenzied nymphs, reclaim new footholds, and work to pry off more

treasures. Knives poised, they looked ruthless and unstoppable. And

Hannelore — the fearless decoy drawing the scorpion’s pincer, as the

behemoth trembled with its mounting fury. Hannalore wove and tumbled,

effortlessly proving that the sky was her domain.

While Odette was on sack duty.

She’d been quietly glad when the other flier they’d tracked down had

refused to join their team — she didn’t need the competition.

A strange flier he’d been, with an even stranger name. Dismal, he’d called

himself; a quiet boy, who, from what they could tell, had grown up without a

family. They’d heard the rumours of a sympath in the rocky mountains of

Thastor, who sported enormous bat-like wings. Hannalore had extended to

him the same offer she’d given the rest of them: join us, or be clipped. He
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had refused their offer, all the while protectively guarding a wide-eyed and

curious young girl.

Seven on two — they could have easily taken him then. But that’s not how

Hannalore liked to work. Instead, she’d instructed Dante and Silvious to

remain, and clip his wings when his guard was down. They were likely

performing that task at this very moment: sending the important warning to

other fliers that there were rules to the skies. If you could fly, you joined

their group. If you could no longer fly, you left. If you refused to join at all,

you were clipped.

That’s the way it’d always been, and the reason why Hannalore was their

leader. Or, at least, that’s the version of the story Odette had heard from

Bakir, one quiet night, roosted in a hollowed-out pine. Odette had never

met Hannalore’s mentor, but she’d heard of him from the others. He’d been

the former leader of the fliers, and had recruited most of the older kids

himself. He’d trained them how to fly, who to trade with, and how to sneak

in and out unseen. By his rules and wisdoms, he’d taught them how to

survive in a world that wasn’t kind to those with differences.

Though he wasn’t so old, Bakir had said that something had caused him to

grow sick, and weak. He had eagle wings, just like Hannalore’s — if not

bigger. But with his failing strength, his wings could not bear his weight

aloft.

So the mentor had done the only right thing. He’d named Hannalore the

new leader, and walked away.
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Hannalore never spoke of him much. To admit that someone you admired

had become flightless, seemed a wound Hannalore didn’t want to pick at.

Odette couldn’t imagine it.

Another thunderous clap shook the dunes as the Magna-Scorpius lunged

with its tail. Hannalore twisted on the winds, her eagle wings wide, casting

an elegant black silhouette across the rippling sands below. She dodged

the shower of venom that pulsed from the end of its tail, visible in the glint

of the sun.

Odette studied the coil of the scorpion, as its body hunched, preparing to

twist and strike again. Now would be the longest possible time between

stillness and its next attack. Her mouth went dry as an idea formed in the

back of her skull. A dangerous idea. A cool idea. If there was ever a chance

to pry a scale loose from its stinger, it would be now.

Hannalore would never put her on sack duty again.

Odette checked her goggles were still tight, then thrust away her satchel.

She breathed in, expanded her chest, stretched her muscles, and let

everything unfurl. Her tawny wings flexed to their fullest, and her sight

focused in — in — and further in still on the black, glistening point of the

Magna-Scorpius stinger. Her toes curled — an instinctual response

anticipating talons that were not there. But it didn’t matter; she’d sighted her

prey.

Odette pulsed her wings and surged upwards, every beat hurtled her

towards the sun and her target. She was glad to avoid the clutch of pink
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nymphs below. Up here, she felt the heat press on her face and feathers,

but she was not blinded. The goggles helped her see, and she laughed

with the joy of her new freedom.

She heard a distant screech — whether it be an eagle cry or command

from her leader, she couldn’t be sure. Her focus was too narrow to hear it

properly; she must be certain she came upon the stinger from beneath.

The tail was in motion — but at the speed which oceans swelled. It was

heaving back, in preparation for its next lash. Black, sleek scales engulfed

her vision, rippling like midnight waves. Odette thumbed free her knife and

lunged.

Its point sank perfectly between two dinner-plate sized scales. She used it

to hold on, as she jammed her feet and other hand between the ridges,

securing her hold on the tail. The world lurched as the stinger continued to

coil and shudder, and the sands below dragged in an undulating rush. It felt

strange to be ruffled by the wind, and not be in control of her own

movement.

Odette climbed. This would only be worth it if she pried free the topmost

scale. When they sold it for all the gems in the world, they had to say this

piece was the stinger itself.

Her foot slipped, and a high-pitched cry escaped her: more from fright than

pain. Not that she feared open air — but to crash into the scorpion’s hard

body before taking wing could shatter bones. Fliers didn’t have the

strongest bones.
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Teeth bared, she heaved herself up the narrowing point of the tail. Up here,

the scorpion’s movements were more violent, as the tail flicked far more

freely and quickly than the rest of its behemoth form. Odette clung on,

gripped her blade, and began to hack at the triangle-shaped scale around

the stinger.

The shaking increased, and several of her strikes missed, as the blade’s

edge skittered uselessly off the sleek exoskeleton. She needed to carve it

out.

The eagle cry sounded again, and Odette knew she was running out of

time. Hannalore had no doubt seen what she was trying, and would

intervene. Fingers beneath the peeling back edge, she tried to tear at the

stubborn scale—

Wetness dripped, fogging the orange glass of her goggles. It was a slow

thing, and it took Odette a moment to understand that her vision was fuzzy.

The moment she realised there was moisture, she ducked and furled in her

wings, insanely believing that it was raining, and she didn’t want her

feathers wet.

But the sun was hot, and it was still blistering bright. There wasn’t a single

cloud in this desert. Yet something had leaked down the scorpion’s scales.

The answer came to her the moment she lifted her arm to wipe her lenses.

Fear seized her, and prevented her from moving another muscle. She

halted her arm in place. The wetness wasn’t water; it was venom.
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Her face felt hot. She couldn’t see through the moisture on her goggles,

and it was getting worse. She shook her head violently, as if that would

clear it. Instead, against her temple, she felt something metallic crack and

falter.

Panicked, and needing the venom away from her face, Odette ripped at her

goggles. At the tug, the eyepiece crumbled, its integrity eroded. The

moisture was on her gloves, and the immediate searing heat told her that

the poison was eating through them towards her skin.

Odette tossed away the remains of the ruined goggles, orange glass and

metal having formed into a molten mess. She saw them tumble towards the

sands before her vision was engulfed by blinding light.

Far too much light. It hurt. Odette tried to squint her eyes open but couldn’t

make them obey. Lids screwed tight, she hunched over herself to keep out

the worst of the desert’s rays and removed her gloves through touch alone.

The Magna-Scorpius thrummed with fury, and its vibration unhooked her

foothold from its scales.

Odette slipped and fell. Air rushed about her, and she tried to feel its

current, to sense which way was up. How far to the ground? She snapped

open her wings, but her right-side feathers grazed against a wall of scales,

and she couldn’t catch herself. Her breathing quickened. She was tumbling

over, the searing pink glow of her eyelids was all she could see.

She flapped madly and screeched again as a tuft of feathers snared on

pointed scales and were torn out. She was gaining speed, and if she forced
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open her full span, she was worried her wings would bend, and her bones,

snap.

Something heavy collided into her, knocking the air from her lungs.

Gasping, Odette tried to untangle herself from whatever she’d hit.

‘Stay calm!’ Hannalore yelled into her ear. ‘Pull in your wings! I’ll glide you!’

Odette instantly did as she was told, folding into Hannalore’s body pressed

against her own.

‘I can’t see!’ Odette yelled and knew it was a stupid thing to say.

‘I know! I got you!’ Hannalore wrapped her arms tight around her middle,

and together they rolled, and through the force of the wind on her skin, and

the heat of the sun on her back, Odette finally oriented to what was up and

down.

There was a whoosh as their headlong freefall became a controlled floating

sensation, held aloft by Hannalore’s giant span. Muscle by muscle, Odette

unclenched. The sky was an ally once more. But the thought did not

prevent her cheeks from rushing with heat. Hannalore had saved her after

she disobeyed a direct command. If the scorpion couldn’t kill her, the

humiliation of this would. Instantly she felt sick.

‘Hannalore, I’m sorry—'

A thunderous crack split the air, deafening her senses, and she knew the

scorpion tail had again, unleashed. The winds rushed in the aftermath of its

strike, a vortex of air no flier could cling to.
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She felt Hannalore curl about her, as if forming a protective shield with her

body and wings. Then the crash of a heavy force hit them. Hannalore

shrieked, and so did Odette. They spun, and Hannalore’s fingers gripped

like talons. Whatever was happening, Odette realised Hannalore was not

letting go for anything.

She heard the sound of beating wings, and their momentum stabilised out

of the roll. She could feel Hannalore was working to get them far away from

the beast, but they were still losing altitude. Odette tried to open her eyes

again but was pierced by the light. Her senses stung, punishing her for the

attempt to see.

‘Brace yourself!’ Hannalore yelled, and Odette, somehow, tensed tighter.

Her wings were folded in as close as they could, and she pressed her chin

to her chest.

The landing hurt. They crashed into the sand and were separated on

impact. Odette hit again, rolling in the hot grains, praying for the bumps to

end. The shocking silence — the lack of wind roaring in her ears —

discombobulated her further. Odette dared not open her eyes, and instead

strained to hear Hannalore, or the distant sounds of the Magna-Scorpius,

its angry clacks and rumbling of sand still haunting the dunes. Hannalore

must have done well, tumbling them far away from the danger. Hopefully

the wanderers were right, and the mother would not pursue threats while

she carried her spawn.

Odette’s skin burned, from the bruises, the places where feathers had been

torn, and where sand had scoured her skin. But as she shifted, nothing
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internally screamed at her. With relief, and a flutter of wings, it seemed no

bones had broken.

There was patter on the sand behind her, and Odette instantly swivelled

her head, even though her eyes were still screwed shut.

‘Hannalore?’ she asked, voice croaky.

‘It’s me,’ Bakir muttered, and Odette felt heavy fabric draped over her head.

The relief the darkness brought was immediate — she hadn’t realised how

her head had been pounding with such an intense ache, both from the light,

and the tension in her face to keep it out. She let her head hang with

exhaustion, calm, and shame.

There was moaning to her left, and she felt Bakir move towards it. On

hands and knees, fingers digging in the grains, she tried to follow.

‘Can you sit up?’ was Bakir’s question.

‘Don’t touch it,’ Hannalore hissed.

‘Hannalore? Are you okay?’ Odette asked the darkness.

No response.

There were more footsteps in the shifting sands, and Odette guessed Raja

or Fife had also landed.

‘I said don’t touch it!’ Hannalore repeated and gave an anguished cry.

Odette’s heart pounded; Hannalore was clearly in pain, and something was

very wrong.
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‘Hannalore,’ came Raja’s whisper. ‘Your wing.’

She couldn’t take it anymore. Lifting the edge of her hood, Odette risked

opening her eyes. The light scorched, but with all her will, she forced her

eyes to remain open, seeing through the narrowest of slits.

Hannalore was crouched on the sands, on all fours, forehead pressed to

the ground. Bakir and Raja were knelt beside her, one on either wing,

attempting to unfurl the mess of feathers and blood. Hannalore was

moaning and clawing with the pain of it.

‘No,’ Odette whimpered. She felt a hand touch her back and realised Fife

must be beside her.

‘Stop, just stop,’ Hannalore said, pulling away from Bakir and Raja. ‘I can

feel the tears. Something’s broken, I can’t move them. Just let them be.’

Hannalore rocked back on her haunches, exposing her tear-streaked face

to the sun.

Odette’s throat tightened.

‘Hannalore, I’m so sorry—’

‘Are you alright, Odette?’ Hannalore asked, turning her gold eyes on her.

Odette shrank beneath her gaze.

‘I’m fine, I’m fine. I hurt, but, I’m okay.’

‘Good,’ Hannalore breathed.

‘I should have listened to you. I’m—’
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‘I said stop it!’ Hannalore snapped. ‘Don’t apologise to me, I don’t want it.

You’re safe, and you should all get out of here as soon as you can.’

Hannalore’s gaze was focused over Odette’s head, in the direction of the

Scorpion’s rumbles. ‘Before anyone else gets hurt.’

‘What’s the plan, Hannalore?’ Raja asked, also keeping a careful eye on

the behemoth. ‘We can use our rope. Between us, Bakir and I might be

able to carry you—’

‘Are you insane?’ Hannalore said. ‘I’m too heavy for you! All four of you

couldn’t fly straight, not while trying to carry me.’ Hannalore looked at Bakir.

‘None of you have said it, so I will. I can’t fly. I can’t—’ Hannalore’s voice

broke.

Odette tried to speak, but her mouth was too dry. This was all her fault.

Hannalore was hurt because of her. If anyone should leave the fliers, be

banished and grounded, it was her. She stared at Hannalore’s bloodied

wings and her stomach roiled.

Hannalore swallowed, and tried her sentence again. ‘Bakir, make the call.

These are your fliers now.’

Bakir stared, not moving, not saying anything at all. His purple wings sank

down, appearing translucent in the harsh light.

‘Bakir! You know the rules. We all know the rules,’ Hannalore shouted at

him.

Odette felt Fife tense beside her. ‘Hannalore, we can’t leave you.’
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‘I’ll be fine,’ Hannalore said. ‘It’ll stay near its nest. I’m grounded, but I still

have my legs. You three need to fly, meet with Dante and Silvius, and make

sure Odette is alright. Get her a new pair of goggles with the scales we

have. That’s my last order.’

The silent stare between Hannalore and Bakir could have echoed in a

chasm. Sand thundered, as the enraged Magna-Scorpius ploughed

through the dunes towards them. Its creeping shadow blotted out the sun,

plunging them into darkness.

‘You’re clipped,’ Bakir said, his tone void of emotion. ‘We don’t listen to you

anymore.’

Hannalore’s jaw tightened, but she silently accepted the rebuke.

‘Raja, Odette, Fife,’ Bakir said. ‘Prepare. We’re leaving.’

Odette’s heart sank. ‘Bakir, we can’t—’

‘Odette, you more than anyone need to learn to follow orders,’ he said.

‘Look at the consequences when you don’t.’

She jammed her mouth shut, to keep her lips from quivering. He was right,

and the shame of it was eating her. She couldn’t look at Hannalore.

‘Everyone on your feet,’ Bakir said. ‘It’s going to be a long walk ahead of

us.’
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It took Odette a moment to understand what he’d said. Raja chuckled softly.

Fife gasped and clapped his hands, while Hannalore reddened beneath

their stares.

‘Bakir, don’t. It’ll take you days. We don’t have the water,’ Hannalore said.

Raja rustled her rainbow feathers and preened. ‘We can fly ahead for

supplies, return, and make camp as we go.’

‘Dante and Silvious—’

‘Stop, arguing,’ Bakir growled at Hannalore. ‘You relinquished command.

You don’t get a say. This is my order. Will you three obey?’ he asked of

Raja, Fife and Odette.

‘Already walking!’ Fife said, holding onto his pack of collected scales.

‘Conserve your strength,’ Bakir chided as Fife skipped past. Then Bakir

knelt, forced an arm around Hannalore’s middle, and dragged her to her

feet. She groaned with the pain, and in a hushed voice said, ‘Bakir, this isn’t

how we were taught. This is humiliating,’

‘I don’t care,’ he replied, in a voice soft enough that Odette felt guilty for

overhearing it.

Raja nudged Odette with her boot. ‘Come on owl-girl. Can you stand? Can

you see?’

‘Raja, let her hold onto your arm,’ Bakir said.
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Raja rolled her eyes. ‘I wonder where he learned to give orders like that.’

She held out her arm to Odette. ‘Grab on, then you can keep your eyes

closed.’

Odette accepted the help to stand. But she didn’t start walking. Her legs

were shaking far too much for that.

‘Hannalore?’

The group stopped, and Hannalore turned to face her. Odette opened her

mouth to say sorry once more, but stopped herself, knowing Hannalore

wouldn’t want to hear it. What could she possibly say to make this right?

‘Are you about to tell me how close you came to getting the stinger scale,’

Hannalore asked, loud enough for all of them to hear. ‘That was a pretty

cool thing you did, Odette. Stupid, but cool. Brave too. You’re a pretty great

flier.’

Odette stared, mouth agape. She didn’t deserve this. After what she’d done

to her, how could Hannalore possibly think she was cool?

‘Yeah, a good flier when she isn’t blind,’ Fife said, incredulous, and Bakir

swatted him over the head.

Hannalore shrugged. ‘Maybe your leader will tear you a new one later, but

that isn’t me, anymore, is it? Why should I care?’ The smile she offered

Odette was as bright as the desert sun.

‘We need to move,’ Bakir ordered. Accepting the command, Odette took

Raja’s arm, and let the older girl guide her forwards.
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She closed her eyes and embraced the cooling darkness behind her lids,

and the calmness forming inside of her. Odette marvelled at the irony of the

five fliers, leaving their footprints on the desert, beneath an open sky.

Five fliers. Because Hannalore was still one of them, clipped or not. They

were free, weren’t they? That was the point of them. Hadn’t they wanted to

escape the way things had always been done?

Fife, not conserving his energy as instructed, announced he wished to do

one last fly-by of the Magna-Scorpius, to check if they’d missed any fallen

scales. Bakir gave his consent. Fife buzzed away, and when he flittered

back by late afternoon, he pressed something metal and cool into Odette’s

hands. Turning the shape over, and tracing fingers over jagged edges, she

realised that he’d found her destroyed goggles.

She thanked Fife, and placed them on her head, almost as a crown, to

serve as a reminder.

If an owl could fly during the day, then they could change any rules. They

could do anything they wanted, and not even a giant scorpion could stop

them.

The End.

Alexandria Burnham can be found on Instagram and Twitter
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A Light on the Far Shore by Tace Samoset
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It was dark. Lucian watched the pinprick of light flicker on the other isle. He

shifted in his hammock and glanced down at the base fire. The full-growns

had become laughing shadows around it. They mustn’t have seen. They

wouldn’t be laughing if they had. He squinted back across the void at the

floating island. He could see their tribal fire too. The tiny flickering light was

some way from it. Faint, small … alone. The light flashed again and blinked

out, waiting. It was certainly a signal. 

But for what? And for who?

Lucian looked round the upper tier of the bower. The other little-uns were

asleep in their hammocks, hanging like soft fruit from the tree branches. He

was the only one who had seen it.  

He should wake someone and tell them. Lucian bit his lip. He lay perfectly

still for a long moment, thinking of the flickering light. Lucian groaned to

himself. He never did what he should.

He toppled out of his hammock and slid into his red moccasins. To one side

of the bower where the little-uns slept, a brazier with a clutch of glowing

coals gently smouldered. He gathered up a thick curl of bark and in a

moment was scaling away from the lights and the fires to the darker side of

the island with a coal clutched inside it. 
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He knew every twist and turn of the path. Every rock and pebble. Every

tree and bush. Everyone did. Eyrie was small, and the tribe had lived on it

for as long as history. Lucian knew no different. It was small, but it was

enough. 

It had to be.

It floated a full mile over the ocean. He had never seen the mainland, but

they had a map which showed Midar to the north, Riparia to the west and

Ranya to the east. The map showed the other isles too and on a clear day,

he could see them hovering like sky bergs far off, but there was only one

floating isle he could see with any clarity. It was a strange one. It wasn’t on

the map and didn’t have a name. The elders all agreed; it didn’t deserve

one. Those on Eyrie had a rolling list of slurnames they made up for it.

Whenever someone came up with something new, a communal snigger

would follow and something warm would flow through all the Eyries.

Without fail, they would feel closer and more akin than before. 

Of course, the slurnames were fair. Everyone had seen the indistinct

figures of the other tribe, big ones and small ones; all of whom liked nothing

better than standing on the airshore in full day to shout and spit at them

across the void. They’d been the first to cut the rope bridge over the void.

No one remembered the time when it had stood whole. Lucian wondered if

it had ever been whole. That was why the signal was so strange. 

Lucian stopped and sat across from the dark space on the other island

where the flashing light had been. Perhaps whoever had made it was sick
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of waiting and had left. Perhaps they were staying to see if a fool would

signal back, only to slingshot a pebble at them.

He sighed and peeled open the bark. He was just that kind of fool. The coal

inside sat warm and dull. With a shaky breath, he blew. The coal glowed.

He blew again and the coal burst into light. He shielded the coal with his

hand, then pulled his hand away, copying the strange flashing rhythm he’d

seen earlier.

All was dark on the other shore. Then the light flashed again. He waited for

a stone to whistle through the air at him. None came. Instead, the strangest

sensation filled him, like too much air in his lungs, a lightness in his head, a

tremble that started at his scalp and trickled all the way to his toes. 

This was something new.

Fumbling and clumsy with the tremble that still echoed in him, he clasped

the coal tight inside the bark and scrambled up the path. Coal back in the

brazier and bark tossed into the dark, Lucian lay in his hammock battling to

quiet his breathing. This was too big to keep secret. He glanced over at the

gentle sway of his friend’s hammock. Tomorrow he would tell Nyx.

***

‘Nyx,’ Lucian grabbed his friend by the base fire, ‘I have to show you

something.’

Nyx shrugged. ‘Sure, make it quick. The ceremony is starting soon.’

‘Oh, fling me off the void.’ Lucian’s shoulders slumped. ‘I forgot about that.’
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Nyx slapped Lucian on the back. ‘Don’t worry. You’ll be better than last

time. Think of how much you’ve practised.’

Lucian hadn’t practised nearly as much as he’d hoped, and now his time

was up. He glanced at Nyx. Everything about him looked right; looked

Eyrie. From the dark hair that slid in a neat braid down his back, to the solid

strength in his chest and arms, to the tan leather moccasins he wore on his

feet. Lucian looked at his own lanky arms. In comparison, it looked like he’d

been made up of all the bits of boy no one else wanted; just like the red

moccasins. 

Nyx frowned. ‘Come on, what did you have to show me? Best be quick

about it.’

‘This way.’ Lucian led the way along the path he’d followed the night before

until he stood across the void from the patch of ground where he’d seen the

signal.

He pointed. ‘Last night, I saw a flashing light just over there. I made a coal

glow just like it and the light answered back. I think someone from the other

island is trying to signal us.’ 

Nyx didn’t respond.

Lucian turned. ‘Nyx?’

His friend was staring away from the void at a cave mouth. ‘Why did you

bring me to the wellspring?’

‘What?’
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‘You know we shouldn’t come anywhere near here. The elders say it’s

dangerous.’

Lucian sighed. He was forever ignoring those kinds of edicts. He squinted

at the cave mouth. It didn’t seem dangerous. No one could even get inside

it. Histories ago, the elders had filled the cave’s mouth with rocks until it

looked like a wall.  

‘It’s a small island Nyx, it’s hard to avoid.’

‘The rest of us manage. Why can’t you?’

Lucian shrugged. ‘I wanted to show you something else––’

A horn blew in the distance. The ceremony was being called.

Nyx frowned at the cave, picked up a stone and shoved it into a small gap

in the rocks. ‘We should go. They will come find us if we don’t, and I, for

one, don’t want to be found here.’  

 ‘Very well,’ Lucian sighed.

The tribal leaders were already waiting on the shoreline when they filed

down to the edge. Nyx nudged a rock with his toe. It rolled to the edge of

the island and dropped into the nothing beyond. 

Lucian imagined it disappearing through the low clouds long before it

reached the water. He leaned closer to his friend. ‘What would it be like to

be that pebble, do you think?’ 
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Nyx shook his head. ‘The things that go through your head, Lucian.

Honestly! Sometimes, I think you’re––’ 

He didn’t finish. One elder raised his arm and all the full-growns and

little-uns went quiet. ‘As you know, this is a testing time for us.’ 

Murmurs rippled through the folk of Eyrie and some booed at the hulking

island across the void.

‘We are facing a time of struggle beyond that ever known in our history. Our

foes are more in number than we.’

Lucian squinted against the glare. ‘I can only see two of them today,’ he

whispered to Nyx.

Nyx rolled his eyes.

‘They have a larger island …’ the elder went on.

Lucian frowned. ‘Looks exactly like ours, no bigger, no smaller. It even has

the same number of hillocks.’

‘Hush!’ Nyx shoved Lucian away. 

‘The elders have noted a visible increase in hostility from,’ here the elder

paused trying to find the right word, ‘these others.’ He gestured across the

void. ‘From history, we know that there are ways they can invade and take

what we have.’

 ‘How?’ Lucian mouthed to Nyx.
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‘Shut up and listen.’

‘We must show them we will not cower!’ 

The elder’s voice trembled and rose as the murmurs and cries of assent

from the tribe grew around him.

‘It is time we show our strength, show what we stand for, show that

we–are–Eyrie!’

All joined in stomping and chanting. ‘Eyrie, Eyrie!’ And each bent to pick up

a stone. 

Lucian joined in. ‘Eyrie, Eyrie!’ He too had a stone in his hand and felt the

thrill of heat that pulsed through them with the chant.

Nyx smiled at him and raised his arm. ‘Watch this!’ he mouthed and flung

his stone. It sailed through the air, a beautiful arching throw. 

The Eyries cried in jubilation and soon hundreds more were thrown at the

other island.

At last, it was over, and Lucian and Nyx slumped on the ground, laughing.

‘That’ll show them!’ Nyx shook his fist at the island.

The elder who had spoken on the shore patted Nyx on the shoulder as he

passed by on his way to the base fire. ‘You’ve a fine throw there, son.’ 

Nyx’s face shone. ‘Did you hear that?’ he flexed his arm.

Lucian sniggered at him.
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‘How far did yours go?’ Nyx asked.

They both stared at Lucian’s hand. The stone still sat in it. 

‘What is wrong with you?’

‘I … just forgot.’

Nxy shook his head in disbelief. ‘You idiot.’

‘I know.’ Lucian grinned.

They both slumped back on the dirt and stared up at the sky. 

‘You think that if I keep practising, I could ever hit their island?’ Nyx asked.

Lucian shrugged. ‘I don’t think anyone’s ever managed that. Not yet, at

least.’

‘I’ll be the first, then. No, I’ll be more. I’ll be the first to throw a stone and hit

one of them!’

Lucian went quiet. 

‘What’s wrong?’ Nyx asked. 

‘Sometimes I worry,’ Lucian said at last.

‘What about? Being an idiot?’

Lucian gave a wan smile. Some of his worries felt too dangerous to make

into words. If any of the elders were to know them … but Nyx was his

friend. He swallowed. ‘Well, we don’t grow rocks, do we?’
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‘You are an idiot,’ Nyx muttered.

‘All we have is the island. We don’t want any of it taken from us, do we?’

‘Never,’ Nyx growled.

‘But every time the tribe gathers for the rock throwing, all of us take some

of the island and––’

Nyx sat up and loomed over him blocking out the sky. ‘Shut up!’ he

shouted.

Lucian blinked at his friend’s quivering face.

‘Shut up, shut up, shut up!’ Nyx was on his feet, stalking away.

***

That evening, when Lucian went to sit by his friend at the base fire, Nyx

stood up and left.

***

Every night after that, Lucian waited for all the little-uns and the lads his

own age to fall asleep. Then he crept off with a small coal and sat on the

edge of the island, to signal the other side. Night in and night out, the

answering light was ever faithful. It never told him to shut up or stop being

an idiot. It just winked quietly in understanding.

Two more ceremonies passed, and at each Nyx threw the first stone. All

remarked on the rightness of his aim, the strength of his arm, and how
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much potential he had. A true Eyrie if ever there was one and the older folk

whispered, ‘Eldership material’ whenever Nyx walked by. 

Lucian never asked Nyx if he knew what they said about him. The two

didn’t talk anymore, but there was something in the way Nyx held himself

that suggested to Lucian that perhaps he did. 

Lucian found his feet wandering down to the secluded part of the island

more and more often, even during the day. He would sit by the rocked-up

cave and watch the far shore as though waiting for something to happen.

Sometimes he would even pull a stone away from the cave to peer inside

at the dark. 

Why had it been sealed up? 

He was old enough now to know that such questions could only be

wondered inside his head, never voiced out-loud. Nyx had taught him that.

He turned his silent questions into the flashing rhythms of light he sent

across to the far shore every night. The answers would blink back,

wordless yet comforting … until the day the stranger came.

He was sitting by the cave, gazing across the void, when he heard a

scratching sound behind him. He turned to see a trickle of pebbles run

down the wall of stones blocking the wellspring. One rock slid out of it, as

though pushed from behind. It teetered and fell with a thud. A moment later,

he heard the scratching again, but this time it came along with a sound of

heavy breathing and huffing. Another stone dropped out of the wall and a
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small rumble followed. There was an almighty gaping hole at the top now

and out of it grappled a dusty hand. Lucian clambered up and peered in.

‘Would you help me, please?’ called a voice.

Lucian stood, eyes wide, mouth open for a full five seconds. Inside the

darkness stood a stranger. His face was streaked with sweat and dust, and

it carried an expression which looked kind and fearful at the same time. 

It took a long moment for Lucian to un-stick his tongue from the roof of his

mouth and mumble nonsense. In the end, he made better use of his hands,

by scrabbling away at the rocks, pulling them down from the hole until the

man could take hold of his hand and pull himself out. In the end, he rolled

down the pile of rocks and lay sprawled at the bottom.

The man was tall and thin and looked like he had dug his way through a

mountain, such was the dirt that covered him. Lucian handed the man his

water flask. The man drank it dry and wiped his mouth before he stared at

Lucian.

‘Thank you,’ the man said at last. ‘That was kind.’ 

‘Where have you come from?’ Lucian asked in a whisper.

The man’s face went pale. ‘I came from … over there.’ He said with a curt

nod across the void at the other island. 

Luca’s mouth dropped open.
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‘I don’t mean you any harm!’ the man said in a rush. ‘I’ve been hoping to

make contact for seasons now. And … I hoped––’

‘Wait!’ Lucian blinked and stared at the man. ‘Have you been sending

flashing signals?’

The man’s face broke into a smile so full of relief that a tear trickled down

his face, leaving a single clean streak. ‘I have,’ he gasped.

Lucian sank to his knees beside the man. ‘I too,’ he said, suddenly shy.

 ‘What is your name, boy?’

‘Lucian.’

The man’s face turned from open curiosity to confusion in a moment.

‘Lucian?’ He blinked as his eyes traced down the boy’s face until they

stopped at his red moccasins. He gasped and covered his mouth and when

he dropped his hand away his expression had turned inscrutable. Finally,

he nodded to himself, ‘Of course,’ he whispered. 

Lucian frowned at him. The man’s expression had a sadness greater than

Lucian could understand. ‘What is wrong?’ he asked.

The man wiped his hands down his leather britches and turned to gaze at

him with new intensity. ‘We have little time and there is much you need to

know.’

‘What do you mean?’ Lucian asked.

‘A ceremony has just been called, hasn’t it?’
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Lucian squinted at the beach. The man was right. He could see the tribe

gathered. A horn must have blown while he was shifting the rocks. ‘How did

you––?’ 

‘It doesn’t matter. When you don’t come, they will look for you and find me.’

Lucian felt the blood drain out of his face. ‘Get back inside the cave. You

have–to–go! Now!’ 

The man shook his head. ‘Listen. This is important. Everything you know

about that island,’ he nodded in its direction, ‘is not true.’

‘What?’

But if the man answered, Lucian only heard a cry behind him from the

shore. He swung round. The rock throwers had stopped. Someone was

pointing at him. Nyx. Heads were turning. ‘Please, you have to go. Now!’

 The tribe on the shore was scattering. The sound of feet hurtled along the

path.

The man heard it too and took both of Lucian’s shoulders in his hands and

leaned in. ‘What they see is just … themselves. Their hate. Understand?’

But Lucian didn’t understand.

‘You are different.’ Here, the man put his hand on Lucian’s heart. ‘You see

something else.’

The thudding feet scuffed to a halt around them, bodies and fists and

stones and the shrill cries of ‘Eyrie! Eyrie!’ throbbed in his head.
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Powerful hands clenched around the man’s arms, their nails bit into his

skin. For a moment everything blurred, all Lucian could hear was his heart

beating under the warmth of the man’s hand. 

‘Listen, Lucian,’ the man whispered through the noise. ‘Don’t let them

change how you see.’

Then, they dragged the man away.

‘Wait!’ Lucian screamed.

But the crowd was gone, and the dust and noise of thunder and chanting

had moved down the path to the shore. He ran after it, oddly weak and

light-headed. Three times he fell and had to pick himself up. He ran past

the base fire out towards the beach just as the main elder, who always ran

the ceremony, led the man to the very edge of the island. The chanting rose

brutal and ugly.

Lucian clutched his ears to block it out. 

The man glanced up to where Lucian stood alone, behind the crowd. His

eyes were soft and sad. The elder flung the first rock, it slammed into the

man’s chest. He stepped back into nothing––and fell.

***

The tribe filled in the hole in the cave’s wall and the seasons came and

went. Every night, Lucian crept to the dark edge of the island with a coal

hidden inside a curl of bark. No answering signal came back.
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***

It was another rock throwing ceremony. Nyx, tall and strong, had grown and

now was an elder. No one could throw the first stone like he did. Lucian had

tried to be part of it, but the Eyrie chant no longer thrilled him through as it

once had. Now, it was all labour and toil to try and reach the fever pitch of

the others, and something about the throwing of the stones always made

him turn away. 

Image Description: A map dressed in simple clothes sits on the ground and watches

something in the middle distance.

Ilia sat on the edge of the beach. She was one of the little-uns, but no one

expected her to throw a stone. Something about her hand had gone wrong,
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‘or right’, as Lucian liked to think. She clutched it to her body, but it was

clear to all that she couldn’t throw a stone with it. 

He walked away from the throng and sat by her on the edge of the

shoreline.  

‘Why don’t you throw like all the other full-growns?’ she asked. 

He shrugged. ‘I’ve never been good at it.’

She grinned and clamped her shrivelled hand under her arm. ‘You know, if

they keep at it, there’ll be no island left, and then where will we be?’

He pinched his lips tight to keep from smiling.

She was quiet for a long time. ‘They speak about you, you know.’

He turned to look at her. ‘Who does?’

‘Elders.’ She shrugged. ‘Well, everyone, I guess. They don’t notice me

listening.’

Lucian sighed. Not from shock, but from its opposite; a kind of relief. He’d

suspected as much for a long while. They had probably started talking

about him the day they found the man at the cave. Possibly even before

that. He picked at a small grass flower growing between the rocks. ‘What

do they say?’

‘They said you aren’t a true Eyrie, whatever that means.’

‘What am I then?’
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‘A problem that needs fixing.’

Lucian’s throat turned dry as dust. ‘How do you suppose they’ll do that?’ he

rasped, still looking at the delicate flower in his fingers.

‘How would I know? All they ever do is throw rocks.’

Lucian lifted his gaze to the shore where a child threw the last stone. It

sailed out into the nothing and disappeared through a cloud. Nyx was

standing back from the crowd, watching him.

A cold prickle spread along the back of his neck and down his arms. ‘Here,’

he opened out her good hand, ‘for you,’ he dropped the flower into it and

got to his feet. 

It was time to go.

He had been thinking of leaving since the light had flashed back again. No,

even before that. He’d been thinking of it since he discovered the secret of

the cave. It wasn’t the leaving that was hard. It was looking like he wasn’t in

any hurry to. 

He poked at the fire, gathered wood for the pile, and glanced around to see

if Nyx was watching. It wasn’t until the afternoon when he saw his

opportunity. Another elder had beckoned Nyx over. As soon as he turned

his back, Lucian sidled off onto the path that led to the quiet side of the

island. 

The tribe had spent days and days piling rocks against the opening to the

cave, and Lucian only had a few hours before they noticed him missing. He
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was covered in sweat and his hands were scratched and knocked and

bleeding by the time he made a small hole in the wall. 

No true Eyrie would ever open the cave. If they found him now … he knew

what would happen. He heard feet thudding down the path, and before he

had a chance to think, pushed himself through the hole, scratching in the

rubble, pushing with his elbows, edging through on his knees until he had

crawled through the space and found himself filthy and bruised inside. 

Outside came angry shouts. Hands thrust through the hole and pulled

rocks away. He clambered to his feet and ran until the sounds faded behind

him and all he could hear was his feet slapping against the ground and all

he could feel was his heart slapping against his chest. A tiny glimpse of

light flickered ahead like a signal through the night. 

He slammed into a rock wall and fell to the ground. When he shook himself

awake, he saw above him a tiny chink of light. He clambered up a pile of

rocks and pushed away the stones, making the chink into a gap and the

gap into a hole. Sunlight poured in on him. He shielded his eyes with his

hands.

Something indistinct hovered in the light and he blinked until his eyes

adjusted. A boy outside was staring at him. 

Lucian’s strength was almost spent. If the boy could pull stones away from

the hole, Lucian might just be able to clamber out.  ‘Would you help me

please?’ he asked the child.
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 For a long moment, the child said nothing. Then, he shook his head,

mumbled something inaudible before pulling away at the pebbles. Finally,

the hole was big enough, and the child reached in and clasped hands with

him. Lucian pulled his way through and tumbled down the rock pile where

he sat panting and weak on the dirt.

The boy unbelted his water flask and handed it over. Lucian drank it down

like it was life itself, wiping his hand across his mouth.

‘Thank you,’ Lucian said. ‘That was kind.’ 

‘Where have you come from?’ the boy asked in a fearful whisper.

Lucian felt the blood drain from his face. This was still dangerous. ‘I came

from … over there.’ He gestured with a jerk of his chin at the island that

used to be his home. 

The boy’s mouth dropped open in alarm.

‘I don’t mean you any harm!’ Lucian said in a rush. ‘I’ve been hoping to

make contact for seasons now,’ he stammered, ‘And … I hoped––’

‘Wait!’ the boy blinked. ‘Have you been sending flashing signals?’

A wave of relief rolled over Lucian and he couldn’t keep the smile from his

face. ‘I have,’ he gasped.

The boy sank to his knees beside him. ‘I too,’ he said, touching a hand to

his small chest.
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Finally! Lucian wiped a hand over his face and found it wet with tears.

‘What is your name, boy?’ he asked huskily.

‘Lucian,’ the child said.

‘Lucian?’ He blinked. No! It couldn’t be? His eyes traced down the child’s

face. It was small, his eyes were thoughtful, his arms and shoulders––lanky

and thin. He let his eyes trail down to the boy’s feet.

He was wearing red moccasins.  

Lucian gasped and covered his mouth. He glanced from the child to the

island across the void. Indistinct figures moved about on it, too far away to

see clearly. That was Eyrie. Or was it? The island looked just like the other

that had no name and no place on any map. 

Realisation slapped into him––like a rock thrown against his chest. He

nodded to himself. ‘Of course.’ 

The child frowned at him. ‘What is wrong?’ he asked.

Lucian wiped his hands down over his leather britches and turned to gaze

at the child. ‘We have little time and there is much you need to know.’

The End.
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Author Interview: Alexandria Burnham

1. Why are you a writer?

I think I have a very common origin story, in that I was relentlessly creative

while growing up. But what I am grateful for is two parents, though while

they wouldn’t consider themselves ‘creatives’, nurtured and encourage my

affinity for all things story regardless. I was always writing short pieces that

were accompanied by grand plans (this is going to be a five books series,

while this screenplay is James Bond, but better.) My mum was my first

alpha reader and my dad diligently kept a copy of all my work on his floppy

drives.

By high school I could channel that energy into drama class, becoming the

default writer for all our performance projects, and I always enjoyed the

writing more than the performing. As a healthy mix of ‘high-achiever’ and

just enough delusion to try and turn my passion into a viable career option,

I applied for a film degree out of high school. I greedily absorbed all film

production knowledge and ‘on-set life’ I could, but came out the other end

still loving writing as my favourite part of the process. So, I then applied to

do my masters at NIDA.

An even more potent mix of encouragement and self-delusion followed the

NIDA ride, and by this point I turned my back on all ‘sensible’ money

making options and whole-heartedly hurled myself into turning my writing

into my career.
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In 2019 my career evolved, as I made the decision to split my time between

my screenwriting and the new endeavour of writing books. While combining

‘passion’ and ‘career’ can be endlessly exhausting, it is also highly

rewarding. It feels as if I’m getting away with something secret, waiting for

someone to tell me ‘no’. But that hasn’t happened yet. I’m still working on

that five book series, and do happen to have a spy screenplay in the

bottom drawer that is ‘James Bond’, but better.

2. What are your biggest writing goals?

The simplest answer is I hope to ‘keep going’. The goal is to continue to do

what I’m doing for as long as possible. I fantasise about holding my trad

published book in my hands, or finding it on a shelf in a book store. To see

the spines of my five-book series all in a row. A ‘film career’ goal is to one

day shepherd my IP to screen, in whatever form that may take.

But I work very hard not to wrap myself up too deeply in those dreams, and

to always stay focused on the ‘next immediate steps’. Things can both

move at a snail’s pace, and unbelievably quickly in this industry. I’ve found

it is best to simply stay in motion and remain fluid, and be ready to grasp

whatever opportunity may present itself next.

3. What is your writing schedule/routine like?

My writing schedule is very much at the mercy of producers and project

timelines. In my perfect schedule, I am at least writing two hours every day,

usually of a morning. It needs to be that first-draft-messy writing on

something new to scratch that itch. The rest of the day is then often split
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between editing other projects, development documents, reading and

research, zoom meetings, workshops, or other admin related tasks. But it is

important to me that I can at least say I am ‘writing’ every day. If a deadline

makes writing time impossible, I’m always aware of when I’ll be able to start

again. ‘I just need to make it to next Wednesday, and then I can start that

new draft!’

4. Which author would you love to collaborate with?

Even though our styles are very different, Martin McDonagh is a

screenwriter/playwright whose work I just adore. A collaboration between

us probably would never work, but if he’d let me breathe down his neck

while he wrote, that would be quite enough.

Neil Gaiman is the other author/screenwriter/extraordinaire I’d tie

myself in knots to ever get the chance to work with. Unlike McDonagh, I

feel my style is a little closer to Gaiman’s, and his career is one I’d love to

emulate. Novel, comics, screenplays, everything.

But if forced to settle for a low-ball option, I SUPPOSE I could work

with Brandon Sanderson, as well.

5. Which book do you wish you’d written?

Ohh, there are so many fun ways to break up this question.

I wish I have the freedom and authorial trust to just go all out like Brandon

Sanderson, Geroge R. R. Martin, Robert Jordan and Frank Herbert. To just

write endless epics. I wish I had Robin Hobbs and Hilary Mantel’s talent for
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absolute character dissection and misery. I wish I had Scott Lynch’s

humour and Patrick Rothruss’s command of language.

But at the end of the day, the books I wish to write are the ones in my head.

I wish to write them as I imagine. One by one I’ll pluck them out.

6. What is your current reading obsession?

The current obsessions on my lazy-susan book buffet are Dune, Eye of the

World, Dark Rise, Da Vinci Code and Fire and Blood. Some are re-reads of

old favourites, others are first-time nibbles.

7. What was the last book that made you cry?

The Princess Diarist by Carrie Fisher. My bible. My heart still bleeds.

8. If you could have any magical power, what would it be?

Time manipulation is always the correct answer. Anyone who says anything

else hasn’t thought deeply enough about this question.

9. If you could be any magical creature, what would you be?

This question is alarmingly broad! But to be any number of cave/grotto

dwelling eternal creatures who curse wayward teenagers for a laugh do

seem to have their shit together, and I would like to aspire to be that.

10. Describe your perfect writing day.

Find your beta reading community. If you think your draft is complete, you

are probably wrong. Understand and be at peace with the difference
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between ‘art’ and a ‘commercial product’ and decide where you want your

work to fall on that spectrum. You don’t have to be the best writer, but you

do have to be a bloody good editor.

11. Any advice for your fellow writers?

Find your beta reading community. If you think your draft is complete, you

are probably wrong. Understand and be at peace with the difference

between ‘art’ and a ‘commercial product’ and decide where you want your

work to fall on that spectrum. You don’t have to be the best writer, but you

do have to be a bloody good editor.
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Pronunciation & World Guide

Fox in the Henhouse by Ally Bodnaruk

Tosamnes: Tow-sam-nas

Guildholm: guild-home; an industrial city located on the coast of Thastor.

Keltoss River: One of the rivers that runs from the Malkor Peaks, through
Keystone, and on to Guildholm where it meets the coastline.

Clipped by Alexandria Burnham

A Light on the Far Shore by Tace Samoset
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Content Warnings

Fox in the Henhouse by Ally Bodnaruk

Death, loss

Clipped by Alexandria Burnham

Blood, injury, and detailed descriptions of insects. Entomophobia

A Light on the Far Shore by Tace Samoset

Contains violence
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Image Description: A solid black logo depicting a griffin from side on. The griffin is

roaring and the tip of its tail turns into the nib of a quill pen. The feather of the quill pen

curls up and over the griffin, mirroring its wings. Below the griffin are the Initials Q & R.
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